1995 lexus sc400

It features a front engine, rear-wheel drive design and seating for up to four passengers. Both
first-generation models were produced until The second-generation model, the SC , went into
production in The SC features a hardtop convertible design and a V8 engine. The
first-generation SC was largely styled in California at Calty , and the second-generation SC was
mainly conceived at design studios in Europe. In Japan, the related third-generation Toyota
Soarer , with which the first-generation SC originally shared body design and multiple
components, featured a separate line-up of vehicle configurations and different powertrains. A
coupe would complement the successful Lexus flagship model, the V8-powered, rear-wheel
drive LS sedan. The American Calty design team took a different approach to designing the car,
[8] using plaster molding shapes to design the body, [6] and working three-dimensionally
instead of the traditional 2-D sketch approach. The SC 's 4. It also made Car and Driver
magazine's Ten Best list from through The SC was equipped with a 3. The first-generation SC
lasted in production until 7 July , over nine years, quite long compared to the other cars of the
s. New tail lighting and a modified spoiler design was part of the mid-cycle vehicle refresh. A
front grille was added in , along with a redesigned front bumper, side skirts and rocker panels.
The output of the SC was 5 horsepower more than the equivalent engine used in the Toyota
Supra. These engines were coupled with a 4-speed automatic transmission on both the SC and
SC models. A 5-speed manual transmission was only offered on the SC from its debut until By
the end of the decade, North American SC sales began dwindling due to the lack of significant
design updates since the car's introduction and marketplace changes that led to loss of interest
in coupes. With the replacement of the five-speed unit those models also got a new differential
with a final drive of 3. Sales of the automatic transmission SC and SC models formed the vast
majority of models purchased. In contrast with the previous generation model, the redesigned
Lexus SC was intended as a convertible from its inception. Lexus designers from Europe and
Japan worked together to create a streamlined design. A design theme was chosen in
developed by Sotiris Kovos, who in return was named chief designer. Design patents were filed
in Japan, at the Japan Patent Office on 14 June under patent number The SC chassis featured a
double-wishbone setup for both the front and rear wheels. The SC featured a retractable
aluminium hardtop , all-leather interior with brushed-aluminum accents, navigation screen with
folding wood panel, and inch aluminium wheels. For additional trunk space, as an option the SC
could be equipped with run-flat tires. At its launch, the SC was marketed as the "jewel of
Lexus", and as the marque's first convertible, was intended as a more ostentatious addition to
the Lexus lineup. The special edition SC was produced in partnership with the Pebble Beach
Company , and featured a unique exterior and interior color combination which changed with
each model year. This edition was offered for model years through production of the Pebble
Beach edition was limited to varying units each year see table below for counts. Each Lexus SC
Pebble Beach edition coupe exhibited: unique colors changed each year , special badging
featuring the " Lone Cypress " logo on the front fenders, center console, and floor mats. For the
model, a rear spoiler and spider alloy wheels was also included. In and , J. They criticized its
handling, ride and style, with May calling the ride "absolutely diabolical", and stated that a big
manufacturer should have known better. In for the model year, the SC was updated, with
changes that included redesigned alloy wheels and the introduction of Bluetooth capability. In ,
a final special edition model for Japan, the SC Eternal Jewel edition, was produced, limited to
units. Production of the second-generation SC ended in July after nine years of production, but
Lexus was still using them in the Super GT until the season ended. The vehicle's exterior and
interior styling was created by the Calty Design Research center in Newport Beach , California,
which previously developed the exterior styling of the first-generation Lexus SC coupe. The
LF-LC was produced as a design study for a driver-focused vehicle at the direction of the Lexus
Center in Japan, and work began on the concept in May Extensively modified from the factory
car, the engine used is a modified version of the SC 's 3UZ-FE V8 that was also used in the
Toyota Supra racing car from previous years. In , two years after production had ended the
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Japan: Susono, Shizuoka Higashi Fuji plant [4]. Sotiris Kovos [21] â€” Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Lexus SC. Hatchbacks CT. The rear legroom is very small. I would save the
backseat for your friends that owe you money. The car has decent trunk space and gets great
mileage for a V8 engine. Pros: Great engine, lots of power, silky smooth, looks great, very
comfortable. It is a luxury car so naturally its rather expensive. Over all I love driving it and
wouldn't want to give it up minus the gas mileage. Cons: Gas mileage is terrible but what do
you expect from a v8? Good â€” i love this car they have many after market parts to modify to ur
own taste and the performance is great for a stock vehicle of the 90's. Cons: not much space for
new additions to a family. Drive One Thats Been Adjusted â€” there is nothing i can find fault
with only the fact not much for after market pieces have to custom make everything
unbelievably fast with some unmentionable modifacation hard car to drift with but its possable
with a little persuasion. Reliable, fun to drive and very affordable. I highly recommend to those
fortunate enough to find one. It's a real winner. Pros: Affordable instant classic to drive and
enjoy. Cons: a bit heavy at first but after removing a few things she handles like a dream.
Elegant Power. I'd rather have an old Lexus than a new Kia. No mechanical problems other than
a siezed idler pulley bearing. Has oabout k on the clock. I plan to keep this car until forced to get
a larger Lexus, probably a pre-owned LS Pros: beautiful, comfortable, excellent build quality,
somewhat rare. Sc, Lightly Moded â€” The car is overall an amazing work of art, The body lines
are like nothing on the road today, The car is older, yet still looks like a modern sports car. Then
a set of Supra TRD big brake kit. Its a quick snappy little number that will throw you back and
wishing for more. Not to mention you are riding VIP style in the full leather interior with all the
motorized goodies you can get. Mod list" -Supra big brake kit front and rear -Tein SS coil-overs
-EDFC controller and dampers -Lextreme polyurethane bushings all around -Jic-magic upper
and lower control arms -Custom strait exhaust with Maserati Muffler and split strait magnaflow
tips -Black out tail lights and running lights. Pow â€” The car is amazing, it is underestimated
and ignored far too much. This car could be one of the most outrageous cars i have ever driven.
They are quite cheap to come across and they are fairly common. Parts are a little expensive but
used parts are easy to come by, not a good family car due to the two door sports car design.
Pros: The sound of the car starting up can make your hair stand on end. You really can't fit
anything in it with any room to spare. Still the best looking car on the road. Don't expect roomy
back seats. First class service. Luxury all around few modern features. Read More. Love this
vehicle. Had no issues or complaints. Very reliable car. I have a '98 SC that is in perfect
showroom condition, inside and out. Pearl white with all the options. It is a joy to drive and
reeks of quality. The design is elegant and timeless. Its a V8 - 4 lt Monster. Being a Lexus, its
throws all the goodies at you while the engine thumps enough power to fool the speed cams.
The Max I have clocked is kmph. But it can go till kmp This is the second SC I own, and it's even
better than the model I own. As with my first review, the "One of the best cars ever built" line
still applies, maybe even more so! This car set the Nice looking motor! I would recommend this
car to anyone so long as they don't mind spending a tonne of money on fuel! It's 15 years old
and has a touch CarGurus has 11 nationwide SC listings and the tools to find you a great deal.

Have you driven a Lexus SC ? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Lexus SC reviews
reviews. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great engine, lots of power, silky
smooth, looks great, very comfortable. Cons: Rear seat room. Is this helpful? Yes No. Josh
writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: She sure has get up and go. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: very fast and good looker. Robert writes:. Pros: lot of bang for low
funds. Cons: nothing. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Affordable instant classic to drive
and enjoy. Cons: 0 to 60 in 6. Vaughn writes:. Glenn writes:. Cons: wish it had a supercharger.
Grant writes:. Alex writes:. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Lexus SC reviews. Read all 5
Lexus SC reviews. Cars compared to Lexus SC Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used
Cars for Sale. Select Year Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great engine, lots of power,
silky smooth, looks great, very comfortable Cons: Rear seat room 5 of 5 people found this
review helpful. Pros: lot of bang for low funds Cons: nothing 2 of 3 people found this review
helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Affordable instant classic to drive and enjoy
Cons: 0 to 60 in 6. Pros: beautiful, comfortable, excellent build quality, somewhat rare Cons:
wish it had a supercharger 2 of 2 people found this review helpful. I purchased my Lexus sc a
few months ago and I have never driven or owned a car that I liked more than this one. It is over
16 years old and has , miles on it but somehow it drives like new. I can tell that it will go at least
k before anything goes wrong. I am the 2nd owner, the first owner always took it to Lexus for
the scheduled maintenance. It was built in Japan, has a smooth ride and lots of power. It is
extremely fun to drive and I can honestly say that the next car I buy will be a Lexus sc, probably
to model. I would highly recommend this vehicle to anybody. I average 21 mpg! I acquired this
"renaissance red" beauty last year with only 58, miles on it. A truly incredible machine supremely comfortable with superb performance! The original stereo Nakamichi was probably
great when new except for the notorious skipping problem with the disc CD changer in the trunk
but speakers were shot when I got the car - I replaced with an Alpine system. Now I'm ready to
keep this sweet machine until I die I never met or heard about this car until I met it at an auction
in DC. The way the car was looking at me , I know it wants to go home with me. I tried my luck
among numerous young folks who wants to buy the car, and I won. I bought this car less than 3
grands with , miles, but to my utmost surprise, the engine of the car has never being touched.
The first time I drove this car, it was like I have never driven in my life. Talk of perfect, the car is
perfect. Talk of elegance, the car has it. Talk of strength, the car is always ready for
confrontation. Thank you Lexus for making this rear angel. It is mine forever! This is a truly
wonderful car. I have always admired the Lexus SC and when the opportunity to get one of my
own it was too good to pass up. I am the 3rd over. The first 2 owners new each other and lived
down the street from each other. She spent her entire life on Long Island til now and is she
getting a workout. I love long trips and I take her out on the open road every chance I get. After
15 years, she still gets admiring glances. Other SC drivers smile and wave and I return the favor.
It is like a little secret society. You cannot go wrong if you find one well maintained. Like others
have said the interior is the best. Excellent Lexus SC I have this car more than two years and it
never gives me any major problems. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the SC View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons dashboard climate control fuel efficiency doors. Lexus
at last! Excellent Lexus SC hbui2 yahoo. Items per page:. Write a review See all SC s for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the SC Sign Up. Search Studies. Used Cars. Lexus SC Cars Owners
Keep the Longest. Most Popular Cars in See more studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars.
Location: Huntington Beach, CA Dealer Rating:. Location: Grand Rapids, MI Get email alerts for
price drops and new listings matching this search. Would you like to view the latest search
results? Zip Code Required X. What is the average price for Lexus SC ? How many are for sale
and priced below market? Price of Lexus SC by Trim. Other Lexus Years. Lexus Trims. Others
also viewed these Models Keep me posted on new listings X. Email me new car listings and
price drops matching this search:. Email Please specify correct email. By clicking "Subscribe"
you agree to our Terms and Privacy Policy. Track price drops for this car X. Email me when the
price of this listing drops:. Please specify correct email. Email me for all future saved listings.
The search has been saved X. The search has been saved. Would you like to get email alerts for
new listings and price drops for the search? Subscribe No. Used Lexus SC Base. CarGurus has
11 nationwide SC listings and the tools to find you a great deal. The SC featured several
retouches to the exterior, including a new grille, headlamps, and alloy wheels. Less visible
structural changes were also included to adhere to new side-impact regulations. Today, many
drivers are still behind the wheel of their eleven or twelve-year-old SCs, and who have kept a
strict maintenance schedule are reporting minimal problems. The SC housed a horsepower 4.
Torque was rated at lb-ft at rpms. The SC was acclaimed for its smooth and supple ride, with a
suspension just left firm enough to provide a bit of a grand touring feel. Steering was very

responsive and the transmission effortlessly worked through gear changes. The cabin provided
a sporty feel with its wrap around design, and driver was set very close to the road. The
well-appointed interior featured many items found in the LS, like a premium sound system,
one-touch power features, and surprisingly comfortable seats for a sports coupe. Along with its
functional and practical ergonomics, the SC allowed in very little wind noise. Road noise was
more substantial, but not intrusive. Some of the more frequent problems that drivers
experienced were related to headlights taking on water , worn timing belts, and a finicky
transmission. Darryl Love my '95 SC Drive it every day in all conditions and roads. Did recently
put in an after-market radiator kit with hi-volume, potentiometer-regulated fan that required
beefier battery and custom-made alternator but, esp in Texas heat, was well worth the cost. How
many were produced? Any known common issues? When I drove
2002 chrysler town and country water pump
free downloadable manuals
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over 60 mph, a weird humming noise started but went away as soon as I put my foot on the gas
and started happening again when I took my foot off the gas. I have a Lexus SC Timing belt,
water pump, tensioners replaced at 90, miles. The new belt only last 15, mileages. The car was
sitting still when it slowly died. Do you think this w I am changing my oil I have pulled the plug
but I can't find the old old filter. Average user score. Based on 9 reviews. Sc, Lightly Moded by
Grant. Elegant Power. Updated Dec 27, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Lexus SC ?
Report jerrybo30 my name is jerry from nigeria, i have lexus ls coupe but the door interior is bad
hw do i get another one ship to nigeria in africa? Report Darryl Love my '95 SC Have you driven
a Lexus SC ? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Lexus SC Have questions? Ask a question.
Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Lexus SC Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year

